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Researchers Application to European Microdata

within the New European Regulation Framework

Improvements and difficulties

A tentative overview from the researchers point of view  

Roxane Silberman

CNRS-Réseau Quetelet

Objective

• The new European regulation aims at enhancing

researchers access to the European microdata

• It has also set up a new procedure for researchers

applications

• Not a very long period since it started

• Providing a tentative overview about first

feedbacks from the researchers
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• Overall comments

• Institution accreditation level
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• Research project level

• Researcher accreditation level

• First lessons and paths for improvements

Overall Context 

• Increasing access to national OS within Europe,
Though difficulties remain (see DwB), easier access in
many countries to highly detailed microdata (ScUF)
and transnational access

• Increasing amount of European integrated microdata
(Eurostat) should generate increasing demand

– Increasing number of EC-funded research projects require
access to Eurostat microdata

– Increasing number of research projects require access to
highly detailed microdata (ScUF)
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Previous situation from the researchers’ point 

of view

• Previous accreditation procedure for Eurostat SUF
burdensome and too long

• For SUF, many variables too much aggregated even for
basic variables (see family status, age, country of birth…)
� not usable for many research projects

• Limited and “confidential” access to ScUF on site in
Luxembourg

• No Campus files

• However some progress in the last period
– No more fees for SUF

– Network contracts even if not all difficulties solved

Short analysis of the new European Regulation 

from the point of view of the researchers

4 main points

• Terminology in progress

• The access facilities when set up should allow the

researchers not to move to Luxembourg for ScUF

• The 2-steps procedure for applications (institutions

and researchers/research project) both for SUF and

for ScUF

• Campus files? Public Files? � Not clarified
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Sources for analysis  

• Spontaneous feedback (Réseau Quetelet, DwB

coordinator)

• Further investigations about 2 research consortia

– the coordinator’s experience

– one partner institution’s experience for each

• Not representative

– however quite convergent

– not surprising (see the discussions for preparing the

regulation at the WGSC )

Overall comments 

• In general, researchers are not aware that there is a new regulation

• For researchers who previously had gone through an application, they do
not immediately understand that there is a new « 2-steps » procedure
– “Don’t understand the institutions that were previously on the list of accredited

institutions have to go another time through a process of accreditation

• In general find Eurostat team very supportive

• However find the overall procedure more burdensome than before
– “ Too much time involved for getting anonymized files (SUF) compared with other

types of data (5 minutes for ESS …)”

• Conditions for accreditation of institutions do not fit many situations

• For Research Consortium, it raises more problems and previous remaining
problems not solved, even worse

• Still no campus files

• Very few researchers aware of possibilities for ScUF and anyway at the
moment very limited and on site
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Institution accreditation level

Difficulties depend on:

• Type of institution: large vs small, simple vs complex (many holders, many buildings…)

• How many researchers interested: big research centre VS one researcher

• Whether the accreditation is at the level of the institution or at the level of the department (??)

Raise issues for:

• Security issues (question 5.3 (Secure storage of data):

– The level of details required not understandable for SUF

– May raise concerns from the administration

– Even if accreditation at the level of department, security issues depend on the whole
institution

– ( =>KULeuven covers almost 1/5 of the regional town Leuven and owns probably more
than 100 buildings; it has also satellite campuses in other towns.

• Administrative issues

– Having the forms filled and the contract signed at the highest level of the institution in large
institutions

Once for ever … : yes however, not true if researchers move to a non accredited institution (including
new ones or change of status)

Examples

• “Confidential data will be saved on high-security servers, which can only be 
assessed from selected computers within the entity's premises”

• Has to be refilled as:

• “Confidential data will be saved on high-security servers that are fully isolated from 
the internet and the rest of the organisation's network. The servers can only be 
accessed from a few selected computers within the entity's premises. Secure 
connection to the server is guaranteed by SSH-encryption. All logins to the server 
are logged and logs are saved for one year .

• Access to the server is limited to a very small number of researchers. A general 
prerequisite for access is that researchers have signed an agreement obligating 
them to comply with the data secrecy provisions of § 16 Abs. 7 of the 
Bundesstatistikgesetz. A user administration system is used to regulate access to 
specific data resources on the server, guaranteeing that only a well-defined group 
of users has access to a given data set. EU-SILC data will, thereby, only be made 
available to researches named in the research proposal.

• The CD-Rom with the confidential data will be kept in a locked cabinet, to which 
only the main researcher has access. If required, the medium can be destroyed as 
soon as the data is transmitted to the server described above “
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The Research Consortium case

Coordinator involved as well as the partner institutions 
• Who has to do what and when: more complex with the 2-steps procedure

– Not an overall view of the different steps from the start of the process

– What to do, when, who � remains unclear

– Uncertainty and contradictions : yes, no, wait …

– Roles of coordinator & institutions contact persons remain unclear

– Contacts at 2 levels in parallel

• Coordinator / Eurostat

• Each Institution / Eurostat

• At one point the process is « out of control for the coordinator »

• Need to wait all institutions go for the accreditation process for the contract

– Current experience: more than 1 year for the contract and data still not
received in several cases

• Not “new” problems but the feeling of the coordinators is that the new procedure
has made the whole process worse and for “nothing”

Research project level

• More details required for SUF 

• Seems to be very similar to the requirements

for access to ScUF
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Researcher accreditation level 

• Application forms not clearly designed when many

researchers

• Having visiting researchers is not applicable whereas

an important activity for many EC-funded projects

• Researchers moving to another institution raise

additional problems if the new institution is not

accredited

• Here also, nothing new but unsolved and additional

issues due to the 2-steps procedure

Researchers feelings

• « These regulations (back and forth - first: yes, then: 
no, wait) create the feeling of being under the cloud of 
an improper use of the Eurostat data. What they "send 
out" is a very big mistrust that does not contribute to 
any good associations with Eurostat ».

• « Of course I know that we have to regulate all this 
legally, but this really goes too far. Even the person 
responsible for such legal aspects at my university was  
outraged because of that kind of mistrust, the general 
suspicion and that they question the general principles 
of the whole institution with some of their 
requirements ». 
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First lessons… 

• Eurostat team quite supportive

• However currently the new 2 steps process is 
seen by the researchers as raising more 
difficulties 

• Particularly true for the Research Consortia

• Too much time spent for access to SUF 

• While access to ScUF for which the 
researchers understand the requirements 
remain rather limited and confidential

… and paths for improvements within the current 

framework  

• Improve the information

• Underline that it is a new procedure, what is new and future 
benefits

• Clarify the difference between the previous list of accredited 
institutions and the current accreditation procedure

• Clarify, structure and provide more transparency with regard to the 
different steps: a) WHAT TO DO? b) WHEN TO DO WHAT? c) WHICH 
DOCUMENTS ARE THE CORRECT ONES, particularly for the Research 
Consortia and inform from the start the applicants on the different 
steps 

• Clarify the roles of contact persons, coordinator, coordinate parallel 
exchanges: Eurostat/coordinator, Eurostat/ partners institutions

• Find a solution for “visiting researchers”
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… and for the future

• Decentralized access to ScUF will only make visible
and understandable for the researchers the new
procedure and the benefit of the new regulation

• Urgent …

• Campus files highly necessary

• Procedure too burdensome for SUF, content does not
fit many research projects

• If no improvement, researchers may increasingly go
for ScUF when they will be available

• A challenge for the future European network …


